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Evaluation of the program in Kerman Province  
To clarify the purpose and scope of the monitoring and evaluation, three following steps 

were planned to be taken: 

1. to examine the degree to which the plan has been implemented in the selected area 

of survey 

2. to examine the degree to which the implementation of the plan is feasible for the 

country 

3. to find out the obstacles of the implementation  

 
In order to conduct a rapid appraisal to analyse the national suicide prevention program 

and national registration system in Kerman Province the following steps were taken 

place: 

A. qualitative study 

a. interviews with key informants 

b. holding Focus Groups Discussion 

B. structured direct observations 
 

The main questions for key informants interview 

1. How important is the suicide/suicide attempt in your city? 

2. Are the two suicide programs being run at your territory? The training courses? The 

duties? The budget? 

3. How was the collaboration of other stakeholders to implement these two programs? 

Their attitude? 

4. What were the duties of the university to conduct the programs? The monitoring? 

The evaluation? The assessment instruments? 

5. What were the barriers and difficulties and achievements to run the programs? 

6. How do you think about the feasibility of these programs? 

7. How is the collaboration between the deputy of research to conduct the HSR on 

these issues? The collaboration of the educational/academic departments? 

8. Any suggestions or recommendations to improve the programs? 

 

Open questions for focus group discussion: 

1. How important is the suicide/suicide attempt at your region? 

2. How have you been involved into running the programs? Your duties? Your 

education? 

3. Tell me about disappointments having had with these programs? At the individual, 

and the organizational level? The feasibility? 

4. What is your idea about the quality and the efficacy of the programs being run at 

your territory? 

5. How has it influenced the rate of suicide/attempt suicide in the region? The success 

and the challenges? 

6. Any suggestions and recommendations to improve the programs? 

 

Structured direct observation were performed by: 

 Providing checklists for different levels of health system 
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THE RESUTLS OF RAPID APPRAISAL 

Field visits 

Field visits have been taken place by ………. persons from two sites of the province: 

The ……….. and ………… districts since …………., 2017.  At …………. district, 

the ………. Health House, number two Health rural and Urban Health Center, the 

health office of ………. and the …………. hospital of the district was visited and the 

process of implementation and registration were evaluated. 

At Kerman district, the ………..Health House, number nine Health rural and Urban 

Health Center, the health office of Kerman and the two hospitals of …………….. 

were visited and the process of implementation and registration were observed and 

evaluated. 

 

 
The Eivan and Kerman districts at the north west of Kerman province 

were visited by the team of evaluator 

 

 

Interviews with key informants 

The participants were: 

a) Mental Health Office of the province: one person 

b) Deputy of health in university: one person 

c) Head of health and treatment network: one city 

d) The officer of Mental Health Bureau of the ministry of health: one person 

e) Director of mental health bureau: one person 

f)  Mental health officer of the district: one person 

g) A chief psychiatrist working in the local area: one person 

  Holding FGDs 

The participant groups were: 

a. The districts mental health experts: 10 persons 

b. Health houses (Behvarzes): 10 from different cities of Kerman province 

c. GPs, 8 persons, from different cities of Kerman Province and EDs: from rural 

and urban areas 
The details provided by the interviews with key informants and focus groups revealed in 
appendix 1. The followings are the main achievements and challenges or barriers for the 
implementation.   

 
Structured direct observation of the implementation of: 

1. suicide prevention program 

For direct observations the issued protocols and instructions by the Ministry of 

Health have been considered as standard criteria presented in evaluation checklists 

(appendixes 2 and 3). The quality and quality of implementation of the two programs 

were compared with the standards by completing the checklists.   

In the new structure of inter-sectoral planning, the title of steering committee has 

been changed to Special Work Group of Social and Mental Health under the authority 

of High Commission of Health and Food Security heading by the president of the 

country and the secretariat located in the Ministry of Health. This work group has had 

two meetings in the last two years, however, the suicide prevention program has been 
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presented as a component of national mental health policy document.  

The checklists presented in appendix 2 have been prepared and completed through 

interviews with the health personnel and direct observations of the execution of the 

suicide prevention program. These checklists have been prepared in five versions for the 

levels of Health Houses, Health Centers (rural and urban), Mental Health Office of 

district level, university and ministerial level. The following figure is the summary of 

comparing the activities being performed in PHC network with the standard criteria. 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Structured direct observation of the implementation of: 

2. suicide registration program 

The checklists (appendix 3) are provided according to the instructional documents 

and any other educational manuals or PowerPoints which were prepared to train the 

health personnel. The checklists were completed through interview with the health 

personnel and direct observations of the execution of the national suicide registration. 

These checklists have been prepared for the levels of Health Houses, Health Centers 

(rural and urban), Mental Health Office of district level, university and ministerial level. 

The following figure is the summary of comparing the activities being performing in 
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PHC network with the standard criteria.   

Out of 10 assigned districts for registration, only the statistics of 3 districts are 

available on the website of MoH. 

The pathway of data registration  

      In the following figure, the roots of registration pathways are presented. The 

Antique White pathway (#1) depicts the pathway from EDs toward the data 

bank of university of Kerman (the yellow box) where the Mental Health Officer 

of any districts have access to data and can use it for MoH website.  

      The green pathway (#2) depicts the pathway from Health Houses toward the 

Mental Health Office of a district in which the data is provided by hard copies of 

completed forms. At this point, the entered data from Archive Medical Office of 

hospital and health offices (rural and urban) will be compared for duplication 

and verification and then the final refined data will be entered into the suicide 

registration web of ministry.   

     The Mental Health Bureau of ministry and Mental Health Department of 

Kerman university have access to the data to provide any required feedbacks to 

lower level of PHC network. 
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Appendix 1.  
The view points of the participants in Focus Group Discussion and interview with key 

informants. 

 

Summary of interviews statements: 

Social issues: 
 

 Training: 

 At risk population: 

 Advocacy: 
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Appendix 3. 
Tables of direct observations of the suicide registration program being run in 

Kerman Province 

Appendix 2. 

 
Tables of direct observations of the suicide prevention program being run in 

Kerman Province 

 
 

row Subjects 
Health house 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially *    

2.  Has the task and duties been issued officially *    

3.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

4.  
Has the training course been conducted for the 

Behvarzes 
 * 

 No document 

5.  
Has  the training course been conducted according to the 

issued educational manuals 
 * 

 Shortage of documents 

6.  Has  the screened patients been registered *    

7.  
Is the patients’ referral being performing according to a 

defined flowchart 
*  

  

8.  

Has the continuous/regular training course and 

supervision for Behvarzes been conducted (issued 

certificate) 

 * 

 Shortage of documents 

9.  
Has the required education been provided for the patients 

(the documents) 
 * 

 Shortage of documents 

10.  Are the educational pamphlets available in health houses  * 
 Less than compared with other 

health sectors 

 
Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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row Subjects 
Rural Health Center 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  
Has the program been issued officially 

 *  Shortage of doucments 

2.  
Has  the responsible person been determined 

*    

3.  

Have the tasks and duties of health center been 

issued?  * 
 Regrding to feedback 

4.  

Has  the training course been conducted for the 

Behvarzes (issued the certificate for each 

person) 
 * 

 Shortage of documentation 

5.  

Has  the training course been conducted 

according to the issued educational manuals  * 
 Shortage of documentation 

6.  
Has  the screened patients been registered 

*    

7.  

Is the patients’ referral being performing 

according to a defined flowchart *  
  

8.  

Has  the continuous/regular training course with 

supervision for health workers been conducted   * 
 Shortage of documentation 

9.  

Has  the required education been provide for the 

patients (the documents)  * 
 Shortage of documentation 

10.  

Are the educational pamphlets available in 

health center  * 
  

11.  

Enhancing the public knowledge and creating a 

proper attitude towards the suicide phenomenon  * 
 Shortage of documentation 

 

 
Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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row Subjects 
Urban Health Center 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  
Has the program been issued officially 

 * 
  

2.  
Has  the responsible person been determined 

*    

3.  

Have the tasks and duties of health houses been 

issued?  * 
  

4.  

Has  the training course been conducted for the 

health workers (issued the certificate for each 

person)  * 

  

5.  

Has  the training course been conducted 

according to the issued educational manuals  * 
  

6.  
Has  the screened patients been registered 

*    

7.  

Is the patients’ referral being performing 

according to a defined flowchart *  
  

8.  

Has  the continuous and regular training course 

and supervision been conducted   * 
  

9.  

Has  the required education been provide for 

the patients (the documents)  * 
  

10.  

Are the educational pamphlets available in 

health center *  
  

11.  

Has the knowledge of school principals, 

teachers and counselors about suicide and its 

management been enhanced 
 * 

  

12.  

Has the public knowledge and creating a 

proper attitude towards the suicide 

phenomenon been enhanced 
 * 

  

Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s) 
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Subjects 

Health District 

1 2 

 

3 

comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially *    

2.  
Has the required budget for this program has been 

determined 
 * 

  

3.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

4.  
Have the tasks and duties of health district been 

issued? 
 * 

  

5.  

Has  the training course been conducted for the 

health workers (issued the certificate for each 

person) 

*  

  

6.  
Has the training courses been conducted for the 

health personnel in different levels (time table) 
 * 

  

7.  
Has  the training course been conducted according 

to the issued educational manuals 
 * 

  

8.  Has  the continuous training course been conducted   *   

9.  

Has the statistical analysis been performed by the 

responsible person/steering committee according to 

the defined tasks (four documented cases out of six 

cases)  

  

*  

10.  

Does the responsible person for executing the plan 

in the university is the same person in charge of 

mental health and addiction office? (existence of 

authorization) 

*  

  

11.  

Has the knowledge of school principals, teachers 

and counselors about suicide and its management 

been enhanced 

 * 

  

12.  

Has the public knowledge and creating a proper 

attitude towards the suicide phenomenon been 

enhanced 

 * 

  

13.  
Establishment of a supervision system for program 

implementation 
 * 

  

14.  
Reducing access to the means of suicide (toxins, oil, 

drugs, etc.) 
  

*  

15.  

Holding workshops and regional congresses on 

enhancing life skills, how to cope with stress, 

recognition of risk factors, and protective 

 * 

  

 
Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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row Subjects 

District Hospital 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially   *  

2.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

3.  Have the tasks and duties been issued?  *   

4.  
Has  the training course been conducted according to the 

issued educational manuals 
 * 

  

5.  Has  the screened patients been registered *    

6.  
Is the patients’ referral being performing according to a 

defined flowchart 
*  

  

7.  
Preparing educational literature for influential family 

members and gatekeepers in the community 
  

*  

 
Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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row Subjects 
University 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  
Has the program been issued officially 

*    

2.  
Has the required budget for this program has been determined 

 *   

3.  
Has  the responsible person been determined 

*    

4.  

Have the tasks and duties of mental health officer in university 

been issued?  * 
  

5.  

Has  the training course been conducted according to the issued 

educational manuals to the mental health officer of university  *  
  

6.  
Has  the continuous training course been conducted  

 *   

7.  

Establishment of a provincial multi-sector group (medical 

university, Broadcasting Organization, Ministry of Education 

and Training, The Welfare Organization, The Ministry of 

Interior Affairs) 
 * 

 In Zarand and Ravar not all districts 

8.  

Enhancing the knowledge of school principals, teachers and 

counselors about suicide and its management  * 
 Being done not according to specific 

action plan 

9.  

Enhancing the public knowledge and creating a proper attitude 

towards the suicide phenomenon  * 
  

10.  

Improving the media reporting of suicide (inter-sector 

cooperation with the Broadcasting Organization and the press)  * 
 Shortage of documentation 

11.  

Establishment of a supervision system for program 

implementation from the level of Ministry of Health to Health 

Houses  * 

 Not for all districts, due to time and 

budget constrain 

12.  
Reducing access to the means of suicide (toxins, oil, drugs, etc.) 

  *  

13.  

Establishment of a provincial multi-sector group (Ministry of 

Health, Broadcasting Organization, Ministry of Education and 

Training, The Welfare Organization, The Ministry of Interior 

Affairs) 
 * 

 In Ravar and Zarand 

14.  
Evaluation of knowledge and attitude of health care personnel 

  *  

15.  

Evaluation of knowledge and attitude of the public towards 

suicide   * 
  

16.  

Holding workshops and regional congresses on enhancing life 

skills, how to cope with stress, recognition of risk factors, and 

protective   

*  

17.  

Monitoring of the suicide prevention program in the health 

system  * 
 Not fully and documented 

Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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Appendix 3. 
Tables of direct observations of the suicide registration program being run in 

Kerman Province 

 

 
Subjects 

Health House 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially *    

2.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

3.  Have the tasks and duties of health houses been issued? *    

4.  
Has the training course been conducted for the 

Behvarzes (issued the certificate for each person) 
 * 

  

5.  
Has  the training course been conducted according to the 

issued educational manuals 
 * 

  

6.  Has  the screened patients been registered *    

7.  
Has  the continuous training course for Behvarzes been 

conducted with supervision 
 * 

  

8.  Is the data provided monthly to health center *    

 

 

 
Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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Subjects 

Rural Health Center 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially  *   

2.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

3.  Have the tasks and duties of rural health office been issued? *    

4.  

Has the continuous and  regular training course and 

supervision for the health personnel in different levels been 

conducted (the time table) 

 * 

  

5.  
Has  the training course been conducted according to the 

issued educational manuals 
 * 

  

6.  Has  the screened patients been registered *    

7.  
Is the patients’ referral being performing according to a 

defined flowchart 
 * 

  

8.  Is the data provided monthly to district *    

 

Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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Subjects 

Urban Health Center 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially *    

2.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

3.  
Have the tasks and duties of urban health centers 

been issued? 
 * 

  

4.  

Has the continuous and regular training course 

and supervision for the health personnel in 

different levels been conducted (the time table) 

 * 

  

5.  
Has  the training course been conducted 

according to the issued educational manuals 
 * 

  

6.  Has  the screened patients been registered *    

7.  
Is the patients’ referral being performing 

according to a defined flowchart 
 * 

  

8.  Is the data provided to district monthly *    

 

Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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Subjects 

Health District 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially  *   

2.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

3.  
Have the tasks and duties of district mental health office 

been issued? 
 * 

 It is not clear completely such as reporting 

regularly 

4.  

Has the continuous training course and supervision for 

the health personnel in different levels been conducted 

(the time table) 

 * 

 The documentation is not satisfactory 

5.  
Has  the training course been conducted according to 

the issued educational manuals 
 * 

 The documentation is not satisfactory 

6.  Has  the screened patients been registered *    

7.  
Is the patients’ referral being performing according to a 

defined flowchart 
 * 

 Feedback from specialists to GPs is missing 

8.  Is the data provided monthly to the university *   Every one to two weeks 

 

Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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Subjects 

District Hospital 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially  *  No documentation 

2.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

3.  
Have the tasks and duties of district hospital been 

issued? 
 * 

 The process is different between hopitals 

4.  

Has the continuous training course for the health 

personnel in different levels been conducted (the time 

table) 

 * 

 No documentation 

5.  Any training manual for the registration  *  No documentation 

6.  
Has  the training course been conducted according to the 

issued educational manuals 
 * 

 No documentation 

7.  Has  the screened patients been registered *    

8.  
Is the patients’ referral being performing according to a 

defined pathway 
*  

  

9.  
Is the data provided to health office of district 

regularly/monthly 
*  

  

 

 

 
Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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Subjects 

University 

1 2 3 comment 

1.  Has the program been issued officially *    

2.  Has  the responsible person been determined *    

3.  
Have the tasks and duties of provincial mental health 

office been issued? 
 * 

 No documentation 

4.  

Has the continuous training course and supervision for the 

health personnel in different levels been conducted (the 

time table) 

 * 

 No documentation 

5.  
Has  the training course been conducted according to the 

issued educational manuals 
*  

  

6.  Has the statistical analysis been performed   * For advocacy among stakeholders 

7.  Is the registration program being monitored regularly  *  No clear duties 

8.  Is the data provided to the ministry monthly *    

9.  
Are regular and documented feedbacks provided to the 

health districts 
  

*  

 
Please use the following rating scale to rate each item: 1 = yes/to a great degree, 2 = to some extent, 3 = no/not at 
all, 4 = unknown, If “yes” or “to some extent” please state how. 

 If not, please state reason(s). 
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Mr. Kalantari, agricultural ministry 

 There is label on pesticide,  

 Training the rural individuals to keep the pesticide in safe place 

 Zinc phosphide, is under control and sell just by government, not used by 

private sector 

 Endosulfan is prohibited, class II pesticide,  

 Paracod is sweet taste and easy to kill 

 Phosphide aluminum, or magnesium, rice pill,  

 Cypermethrin, kill the insects, is more prevalent to use in suicide 

 مقدار کم قرص ها برنج برای سایکودلیک استفاده شده است 

 مراقبت برای فروشندگان سموم به مردم برای افرد مستعد 

  است چون ابزار کارشان استسموم محلول در دسترس 

 نگهداری سموم در باکس های مخصوص 

 4 هکتار زمین در دست دارد 4هر کشاورز . میلیون کشاورز داریم . 

  (امکان پذیر است)اضافه شدن مواد تهوع اور به مواد 

  (از نظر فرهنگی امکان پذیر نیست)نگهداری مواد در روستا 

 

 

 

 

 دکتر اسد بیگی

  

 022  استان دارند 13مراکز اسیب های اجتماعی در شهر دارای 

  جمعیت یک مرکز الزم دارند 02222هر 

 022 فرد در مرکز خط بحران کار می کنند 

 340222 با خط بحزان تماس گرفته اند 

 304  دارند 301ماشین 

  روانشناس، پرستار، کارشناس حقوقی، مددکار . نفر هر پایگاه را ادارهر می کنند 02تا  0هر مرکز

 جتماعیا

 12 %04 در مراکز استان ها شبانه روزی هستند. ساعتی هستند 

 هر ماه یک تا دو بار اموزش میدهیم 

  رد یابی کردن تماس خط بحران در صورت کاهش اقدام به خودکشی ، باید تماس های تلفنی و یا

 مراجعه به مراکز مشاوره کمتر میشود

 

 در پلیس

 دفتر مشاوره میروند مراجعه کنندگان به کالنتری ها اول به 

 ارتباط با مارکز مشاوره سازمان بهزیستی برای ارجاع برخی موارد از کالنتری 

 در برخی کشورها منابع اموزشی برای پلیس وجود دارد. سطح اموزش پلیس ها برای خودکشی 

 برای پیشگیری از خودکشی باید اموزش های ویزه ببینند برای خودکشی 

  خودکشی مستعدد هستندخود نیروهای پلیس به 

 حضور پلیس و روانشناس پلیس در مکان اقدام به خودکشی 

 هر ماه یک جلسه باید انجام شود. برگزاری کالس های اموزشی برای خود نیروهای پلیس 
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 دکتر کیایی، مدیر کل اموزش پرورش، پیشگیری از اسیب های اجتماعی

 دفتر پیشگیری از اسیب های اجتماعی وجود دارد 

 امه های اموزشی برای مراقبت از خودبرن 

  اداره اموزش پرورش کشور و هم در مدارس 000این دفتر در همه استان ها وجود دارد 

 این دفتر کارش تمام رفتارهای پر خطر است بزهکاری اعتیاد خودکشی و خشونت 

 برنامه های مختلف است: 

o   اموزش پیشگیری مانند مهارت های خود مراقبتی و کتاب درسی  و والدین

 اموزشی

o  کارهای فرهنگی مانند جشنواره و استفاده از مشارکت دانش اموزان 

o هفته مبارزه با اموزش های مبارزه اب اسیب های اجتماعی 

 ه به دانش اموزان در معرض خطر که مواجه شده اندتوجه ویژ 

  در مورد خودکشی: 

o مهارت های خود مراقبتی به همه انان به همه دانش اموزان 

o شناسایی دانش اموزان در معرض خطر از طریق مشاهده 

o استفاده از ابزار های غربالگری 

o  استفاده از سازمان بهزیستی و وزارت بهداشت برای جلب حمایت درمانی برای

 انها

o استفاده از ابزارهای مرسوم که در اختیار مدارس است 

o  اد سامانه ابزار غربالگری که توسط دانش اموز تکمیل می کندایج 

o  با وزارت بهداشت سازمان بهزیستی و پلیس برای ایجاد نماد ایجاد نرم افزار

دسترسی چند . دسترسی داده شده است که افراد پرسشنامه تکیمل میشودند

کارشناس مرکز به کارتابل . نرم افزار ها نقطه برش دارند. سازمان دسترسی دارند

 .بهداشت و بهزیستی متصل می کند

o روانپزشک معین در مرکز بهداشت شناسایی شده است برای ارجاع 

o این داده های بعد از مدتی پاک میشوند و از نظر حقظ اسرار مورد اعتماد است 

o  این برنامه مجزار از برنامه بهداشت روان شهری است ولی با سایر ادارات

 همکاری دارد

o عامل با سایر دستگاهها برای پیشگیری از ضرورت تcopy cat  در مدارس و

 اقدام به موقع

o اعتالف نماد میتواند این . تالش می کند که این سامانه با سامانه سیب لینک شود

 مشکالت افراد را ردیابی نماید

o نسبت تخت روانپزشکی : 

o نسبت تعداد روانپزشکان : 

o  برابر است؟تعداد پزشکان عمومی و متخصصان با هم 

o 44 روانپزشکان 

o  به ازای صد هزار 032اقدام به خودکشی 

o  به ازای صد هزار نفر 0.4خودکشی 

 

The cencellor, 

11 m. population 

 11 faculties of medicine , nursery, public health , health management, 

addictional faculties 

 Two schools in the Zarand, Rafsanjan 

 Life expectancy, south, scattered population, in south maternal mortality …. 

 Psychiatric, psychological, depression 23 % the latest statistics, … 

 Suicide … to minimize the problem in south: more than the average of province,  

 Bam earth quack, psychotically disaster,  
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 Request full report of the team,  

 Bam is poor place, Zarand is moderate,  

 In Bardsir, active case finding,  

 Four main of suicide, one : ladies in remote places, second: acute failure of life, 

thirds: psychological disorders, fourth: end of philosophy, nihilistic cases,  

 Go through the hidden levels, the pathway of suicide,  

 Coefficient to correct estimation, detect of report of suicide, have to very 

coefficient,  

 Truncated nominal distribution, to estimate the size of hidden population, to 

rectify the statistics of Iran 

 The network of drug users,  

 Monthly, meeting with provincial governors, develop roadmap, to tack the 

problems,  

 Trying to increase collaboration but way to go is long 

 

Dr. Khalid,  

 The mission, to evaluation, find out the gaps, to scale up the services,  

 

Dr. MURAD, 

 GPs, reluctant to treat depressive dis,  

 The gaps curriculum is not enough to make them capable enough 

 The knowledge has shortage 

 Number of psychotherapeutic drugs are available as over counter,  

 Presenting in public media 

 Collaboration of different agencies,  

 There is no feedback from specialists,  

 Support groups need for postvention  

  

 

Dr. KHALID,  

 Need to support the persons exposed to disaster,  

 Provide better psychosocial intervention,  

 Using the guidelines,  

 The first times are killing themselves, so the primary prevention is more 

important for suicide prevention, even that they may done it impulsively 

  

Dr. Ranjbar 

 Establishing the main 

 

Dr. Arensmen, 

 Frequent earth quake in the region, the risk of PTSD, 

 Well trained staff,  

 Infrastructure, 

 Mild to moderate mental disorders were managed very well 

 For severe mental disorders have problems with logistics, referrals,  

 Training of gaps of identifying the severe case, which are at risk of suicide 
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 Further training of gaps,  

 Multi sectoral interaction and collaboration is not promising 

 Records keeping are excellent,  

 Monitoring the outcomes  and implementation 

 Major challenge is pesticide, the mortality rate is high,  

 Reduce access to means,  

 Misuse of BDZ, used for attempt suicide,  

 Media guidelines is needed,  

 More collaboration with educational organization and MoH 

 More collaboration between agricultural and MoH on Zarand 

 Providing postvension particularly in area such Zarand for earth quack 

 Secret communication between young guys, 

 Providing a manual for media 

 

Dr. Tabatabaie,  

 GPs = Specialists,  

 Flowring effects? 

 The social factors, determinants of health, poverty, happiness activities 

have important influence on suicide rate. another other factors have to be 

includes/ 

 Another factors have impact on increasing the suicide rate 

 The well action program implemented in just two districts, and this 

increasing trends depict for the whole districts of KUMS 

 

 

Bahramnejad, provincial center, 

 The budget is not enough to perform the program in all cities 

 Just Zarand and Ravar is possible to implement the program 

 That is why the trend is not reducing , but having good action plan 

 The suicide program has some specific activities which is not routine job, 

and need further budget 

 The site is working properly, not providing the report for current year, not 

providing the last report, providing the excels of Kerman and Sirjan all 

together,  

 The portal system is cut frequently and put a lot burden on the officers 

 They have well written action plan for Zarand and Ravar. 

 In Kerman there is one Psychiatric clinic hiring one psychiatrist for health 

department working free of charge. The second one is going to be open 

 Suggestion, having some training education for BA psychologist to provide 

psychological intervention such as IPT and CBT +,  basic counseling, group 

intervention, for 3 months trained , 3 weeks class, with supervision makes 3 

months,  
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In hospital of Afzal pour 

 Every day the data collected by the secretariat collaborated with social 

worker and nurse, and the ED physician. Included the intentionally and 

non-intentionally self-poisoning in particular form 

 Every month, the collected data transfer by hard copy and software, to 

statistic office 

 In statistic office, the data collated and separated the suicide intentionally 

and non –intentionally. The intentionally self-poisoning statistics transfer to 

health center of district by intra net of KUMS, monthly 

 Three key words: by inadvertently, for fun, mistakenly used to verify the 

intentional suicide 

 

The deputy of social affairs of Kerman Governor: 

  سال قبل ابالغ شده است 4برنامه  

 ارزشیابی برنامه و یافتن موفقیت ها و نا کامی ها برنامه ها چیست 

 4 استان ارزیابی می شود کرمان نماینده بهترین ها است  

 باید همفکری کنیم که بتوانیم ارتقا بدهیم 

 برای این منظور همکاری بین بخشی است و اجتناب ناپذیر است 

 هدایت اجتماعی نقش موثر و مهمی دارد 

 برمال شدن علت مرگ مقاومت می کنند خانواده ها از  

 حتی خانواده ها به دادگاه میروند برای عدم اعالم علت مرگ 

 بدون بررسی علت دادگاه دستور عدم انجام اتوسپی میدهد 

 

FGD with GPs and mental health officers of districts: 

 The majority of suicides are impulsive due to substance abuse 

 The CMHC is following the severe cases of suicide by social workers and 

residence of psychiatry 

 Weekly session for supervision of suicidal patients in CHMC 

 The hotline is not available in Medical University, and has not been trained. We 

need to collaborate with hotline of welfare organization, there are such services 

and trained for such intervention 

 The mental health literacy is low and taboo is high 

  The complete suicide, will be band for pension and life assurance. If the reasons 

of suicide go to mental disorder it is possible to give the pension and life 

assurance 

 Training of GPs in medical schools, the students see the sever patients and they 

are not trained for neurotic patients, suicide,  

 The specialists say to patients you should get the referral document and come 

back, then the GPs are not control the patients 

 Sometimes the GPs are not enough self-esteem enough to manage the 

psychiatric patients  

 The patients prefer go to psychologists and GPs than psychiatrists, if you knock 

the door of guidance counselor at Ireland it means that you are mad.  

 The report should be circulated to ask the opinion of stakeholders before 

implementation  

 Death certification: 

 1. 19 reasons, are that the physician do not have to issued the death document: 
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gun shut, burn, poisoning, at jail, 

 2. Dead body found, they referred to police and judiciary system and forensic 

department 

 3. The initial exam. Has been done by FD, according to the type of trauma, it is 

clear for FD that the death is normal at trauma, does not go to autopsy 

 4. The suspected corpse= go to autopsy, 1. The family comes into: 

o This is as diagnostic procedure has to been done 

o Some families do to want their corpse to be cut off: 

 The family do not want and serious, they are been referred to 

judiciary system to get allowance 

 If they can not give the allowance,  

 The FD, try to do autopsy, but they have lost some days, 

10 days or more, and the effect of poison has been 

depleted, and the case has been not able to determine the 

suicide 

 For the self burn, the family came on corpse and give a 

scenarios provide by the family is not suicide, the other 

indications collected to determine the diagnosis,  reported 

as suspicious to suicide, but classified as heart disease,  

o The natural death 

o The unnatural death, searching for: 

  event, or , suspicious for suicide , suspicious to homicide, or 

work accident., poisoning, substance over dose, earthquake, 

falling, burning, electricity burning, gun shot, hanging, drawing,  

o The ambiguous death 

o With the judiciary permission without autopsy 

o With autopsy, per formed but not reason has been found 

 

 

 

Team meeting,  

 Not coming the main presentation of welfare organization,  police 

department, Forensic department 

 Systematic approach to different levels performed by WHO team 

 The infra-structure is invaluable and suitable of implementing the programs,  

 For the mild and moderate cases the PHC system is working well 

 Iran could be one the progressive country in the region and make it improved 

 The Iran national program is a strategic program not action plan one 

 Registration system could identified the cluster suicide events 

 Infra-structures are different in different areas,  

 Intra-collaboration is weak,  

 Lack of qualified program to intervention immediately, 

 Facing with the individuals with doing suicide 

 Recommendation, increase the ability to intervene at immediate crisis 

 Tack to cluster suicide, train psychologist or police to face the immediate 

suicide problem, 

 Training a police on call to face the suicide in public areas,  backed with a 
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trained psychiatrist,  

 Postvention, is recommended. Should be specialized for every region, PTSD 

is high in Zarand due to earth quake, and intervention for PTSD and grief 

and attempt should be tailored for the region 

 Weakness: 

o Proactive requires shortage of human resources, the stigma should be 

reduced among the health personnel too. Not to follow the suicide 

cases by behvarzes 

o Increase the proactive services to target population by health workers 

and behvarzes,  

o Prescription should be considered serious to restrict to access to 

BDZ,  

o Safe keeping the poison, not in water bottle, reduce access to poison, 

unintentional poisoning will be increased,  

o Registration will help us to evaluate the access mean 

o To search the underline motivation of self-motivation, demographic 

features, the protective factors,  

o To intervention to impulsive attempt and access to mean, drug abuse, 

alcohol,  

o Recommendation, safe storage box, reduce the ingredient and 

vomiting agents, awareness of farmers, reduce the accessibility, 

however, it is not stable, due to that parents if done by pesticide this 

may contagious among the children,  

o Educate the pharmacist as gatekeepers not to available the BDZ,  

 

The participants: 

 Reattempt is high, the postvention is low, it is like revolving door, in different 

general hospital 

 To increase the collaboration, shared meeting, NGOs, public concerns should be 

increase, sensitization should be increased, such as air population,  

 Primary prevention, student should be emphasized on suicide prevention, create 

happiness for young generation,  

 Accessibility to oil is reducing the self-immolation in Kerman 

 We should emphasis on parents than children. There is great gap between them. 

The communication has been demolished due to social virtual media.  

 Reflecting news on suicide is more dramatic, particularly in social virtual media, 

provide a protocol in hotline, in schools talking about suicide is taboo, it may 

suggest to children ,  

 ودکشیایجاد ایک استند برای جمعیت خ  

 پوستر 

 یقه بند برای جمعیت 

 ارم و فرم برای جمعیت 

 Increasing the divorce and being single among women  

 163 post nationally by welfare organization, and 194 car of 123 services, the 

many services are available, the main problem is unemployment and poverty is 

the main problem 


